OceanManager – mHSEQ
Fleet safety and vessel management

OceanManager offers Marine IT solutions for ship managers and owners for Streamlining Technical and Safety management.

The maritime industry today is highly regulated and competitive. Our aim is to be able to provide solutions that streamline compliance, operational efficiency and improve safety at sea such that ships are operated safer and minimal losses to property and business. Our software provides a real time information pathway between ship and shore by providing tools to monitor and analyse data enabling you to set higher safety standards and be competitive and transparent.

OceanManager offers complete and customized Marine IT solutions for Shipping Companies, allowing you to focus on increasing your profitability:

- The Compliance Suite increases your monitoring efficiencies and regulatory compliance.
- SeaRM360 gives you a holistic view of your company and the business landscape.

Products and Services

The mHSEQ Compliance Suite is a premier software suite for compliance with international regulations for Quality, Health, Safety, and Environment (HSEQ) available today.

Modules are built to be simple and easy to use, facilitating swift recording of information, allowing shore staff and ship crew to run the vessels more effectively than using the conventional methods.

The modules in the mHSEQ compliance suite are:

Knowledge Manager
Centralized Document Management system for sharing documents and safety circulars between shore and ship, and management of Safety Management System with search and version tracking.

Ship-Shore Reporting
Smart forms, for ship and shore, simplify all forms-based reporting and integrates custom workflows. Comes with Analysis & Reporting, a web based module that allows you to review canned reports and create custom reports.

Audit/Inspections/PSC/Vetting
Schedule and manage audits across the fleet and never miss audit compliance. Audits can be managed on shore or through workflow between HSEQ, Technical and vessel. Ensure all deficiencies are timely managed and have an auditable trail available for review during audits. An optional offline version is available for auditors to carry on board and conduct audits electronically.
Work Rest Hours & Fatigue
Simple and easy reporting and tracking of work and rest hours, with automatic calculations as per STCW, MLC, and OPA 90.

Risk Management
Maintain and update risk assessment sheets, checklists, and work permits with complete flexibility to amend previously approved risk assessment sheets to suit specific work situations.

Certificate Management
Manage all mandatory and statutory vessel certificates from ship and shore, with scanned copies of the actual certificates. Never miss an expiring certificate again with regular alerts when certificates are due for renewal.

Port Forms
Keep a repository of country specific port forms to be tendered to authorities on arrival in port, such as immigration, customs, and port security. Enjoy improved efficiencies, and reduced paperwork.

Vessel Particulars
Maintain all vessel particulars and use the data to be shared across all systems. Query and get fleet wide view of all vessel assets.

SeaRM360
A big data solution capable of integrating data generated from Technical, Finance, Compliance, and Crewing software, and any other data sources that the company subscribes to and gives actionable intelligence. Modules under SeaRM360 product suite are:

- BIOME
  Provides KPIs for Management Review and Vessel Performance Overview.

- VESTRAK
  Mobile-based application that helps track vessels across the globe from your phone.

- VESRIM
  Gives all details about a vessel and its interested parties in the palm of your hand.

Usage scenarios
- Safety Management System
- Audits and Inspections
- Work Rest Fatigue Management
- Risk Assessment
- Certificate Management

Certified application
As part of our CAP (Certified Applications Provider) programme, Inmarsat works with a number of application providers with the intention of ensuring to that their applications are not only compatible with our network, but provide our network users with effective, customer-focused applications that offer genuine business benefits, whether they’re using the network for voice, broadband, machine to machine connectivity, or all three. Only individual applications approved by Inmarsat are endorsed with the Inmarsat Certified logo.

Disclaimer
Where an application provider’s application carries the Inmarsat Certified logo, it means that the application has been certified by Inmarsat to operate over Inmarsat’s satellite network. Certification does not mean that Inmarsat is certifying any system design or assumes any liability or responsibility in connection with the application provider’s application.

About OceanManager
OceanManager offers Maritime software solutions for Fleet Management to Ship Owners and Managers to operate their vessels safely and efficiently. Since 2008, Ocean Manager have delivered compliance solutions that are now deployed on over 850 vessels worldwide.

Find out more
Inmarsat offers its services through a range of partners around the world. Contact us for information to find out how our range of services and certified applications can add value to your business:

T +44 (0)207 728 1343
E capp@inmarsat.com
W inmarsat.com